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Geoff Green, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This book explores the intriguing world of
the names of British birds. Uniquely the book examines in detail the wide range and meaning of
local and common names, the derivation and meaning of the official vernacular English name and
thirdly the same analysis of the birds scientific name. The derivation and meaning of a bird s name
gives a fascinating insight into our long and intimate relationship with birds and how much they
have been a part of our lives for millennia. The historical derivation of names is given showing how
birds names reflect our relationship with and changing knowledge of birds. It also notes the way
other languages have influenced names. Mis-named birds are identified showing how our increased
knowledge of birds has guided us to more accurate names. Many names are linked to myths and
tales, often establishing the characteristics we attribute to birds, so many of these are referred to.
One key observation about birds is the way they flock. As a result humans use (and sometimes have
specifically created) collective nouns for birds....
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The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV

A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Ma r ia no Gleichner-- Ma r ia no Gleichner
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